
 

New collider concept would take quantum
theories to an extreme
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This simulation shows a proposed new way of colliding two spherical electron
beams. It could allow scientists to test QED, the theory that describes
interactions of light and matter, in extremely strong electromagnetic fields (red
areas). Such experiments could explore intriguing phenomena, including the
collision of dense gamma-ray beams (yellow) produced in the electron-electron
collision. Credit: Physical Review Letters

A new idea for smashing beams of elementary particles into one another
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could reveal how light and matter interact under extreme conditions that
may exist on the surfaces of exotic astrophysical objects, in powerful
cosmic light bursts and star explosions, in next-generation particle
colliders and in hot, dense fusion plasma.

Most such interactions in nature are very successfully described by a
theory known as quantum electrodynamics (QED). However, the current
form of the theory doesn't help predict phenomena in extremely large
electromagnetic fields. In a recent paper in Physical Review Letters,
researchers from the Department of Energy's SLAC National
Accelerator Laboratory and their colleagues have suggested a new
particle collider concept that would allow us to study these extreme
effects.

Extreme fields sap energy from colliding particle beams—an unwanted
loss that is typically mitigated by bundling particles into relatively long,
flat bunches and keeping the electromagnetic field strength in check.
Instead, the new study suggests making particle bunches so short that
they wouldn't have enough time to lose energy. Such a collider would
provide an opportunity to study intriguing effects associated with
extreme fields, including the collision of photons emerging from the
particle beams.

The study was a collaboration of researchers at SLAC; Princeton
University; University of Lisbon, Portugal; University of Düsseldorf,
Germany; and National Research Nuclear University MEPhI, Russia.
Parts of this project were funded through a DOE Office of Science
Early Career Research Program award. A workshop on exploring
extreme-field QED and the physics phenomena it creates will be held at
SLAC in late summer.

  More information: V. Yakimenko et al. Prospect of Studying
Nonperturbative QED with Beam-Beam Collisions, Physical Review
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https://phys.org/tags/quantum+electrodynamics/
https://phys.org/tags/particles/
https://phys.org/tags/field/
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